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Problems 

1. Students measuring the dimensions of a tabl.e top use a meter stick. They determine that the width of the tabl.e
is between 78.4 cm and 78.3 cm.

2. Express the measurement and uncertainty in the form: X ± �X. 
.. 7 g, 3 5 t C), O 5 c. rl-\

3. What is the absolute uncertainty of the width measurement? {). d5 Ch-,

4. What is the relative uncertainty of the width measurement? O, 0 5 CM

/'6, j? CM

5. Using the same meter stick to measure the thickness of the table, the students determine that the thickness is
between 3.5 cm and 3.6 cm.

6. Express the measurement and uncertainty in the form: X ± � . 3,55 ± C). 05 cm

7. What is the absolute uncertainty of the thickness measurement?
C,.05 cm 

8. What is the relative uncertainty of the thickness measurement? (), 0 5

3.55 

9. Compare the relative uncertainties of the width and thickness. Why are they so different if the same meter stick
was used for each measurement?
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10. Consider the following results for different experiments. Determine if they agree with the accepted or predicted
result listed to the right. Also calculate the percent difference for each result. 
a) measured value for g = 10.4 ± 1.1 m/s2 (accepted value for g = 9.8 m/s2) 

710.��

Cf,=> (cr,i") IJ.5 

b) measured value for T = 1.5 ± 0.1 sec ( predicted value for T = 1.1 sec) 
\ 
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c) measured ualue fork= 1368 ± 45 N/m (predicted value fork= 1300 ± 50 N/m)

11. Each member of your lab group weighs an

empty box and two metal bars twice. The

following table shows this data.

-so I 300 -'--50 

� -�
/250 1350 

trial Box 

1 201.3 

2 201.5 

3 202.3 

4 202.1 

5 199.8 

.., 
(A Yj, ,}elf 

a. Estimate the uncertainty of each data set by finding the average deviations.

132.3 ·h> 1350 

b. Calculate the total mass of the box with Bar 1. Use rules for uncertainty propagation.

(201,111± o.?i4) + (1'd'.o8 + tJ,r"];;..) =- ::?C/Cf,:;J..Si I.SlJ 
i .___ __ +-!:.,.._-'"--__ __. 

,._ ____ +-
c. Calculate the mass of the box with Bar 2. Use rules for uncertainty propagation.

( :l,0/ 1 17Jt D,8£/-) -� ( q.5--_g-� ± 0.2-Cf )-=- 2_c,,, 11 ·t /. l'3J 

d. Calculate the mass of the box with both bars. Use rules for uncertainty propagation.

(_.i.ot. tr'J · i O,lf'i) + ( qt,68 ± O. 1.2) + ( 15 ,'62 ·t O. 2_q) =-

3Cf':i", O'li I, ?f.j 
12. The area of a rectangular metal plate was found by measuring its length and its width. The length was found

to be 5.37±0.05 cm. The width was found to be 3.42±0.02 cm.

a. What are the relative uncertainties of each measurement?

0, 0'2. 

3,4 :;i_ 

What is the area, including the uncertainty? (Use the method of adding relative uncertainties.) 
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Discussion Questions 

1. How is the word uncertainty used differently in everyday speech than in science?

2. Does a greater degree of uncertainty affect your confidence in the results?

3. A scientist makes a prediction and claims that they are completely certain of the outcome. How does this affect

your confidence in the outcome?

4. What is the difference between uncertainty and error?

5. Students just starting science often attribute results that they think are incorrect to "human error". More
advanced science students recognize that this is not a sufficient description of potential problems in lab work.

Why?

6. What is the difference between the scientific use of the word uncertainty and the everyday use?

7. Does the knowledge that the results of a scientific prediction have uncertainty increase or decrease your
confidence in the prediction?

8. What would be your reaction to a scientific prediction that is 100% certain, that is, a prediction that has no
uncertainty?

9. You are measuring the time it takes for a student to run a 100-meter race. Describe a method you could use to

determine the uncertainty of the time.

10. What does it mean to be absolutely certain? What things can we be absolutely certain about?
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Sample Quiz Questions 

1. Students are trying to identify an unknown liquid by determining its density and comparing it to a table of
densities of known liquids. They begin by finding the mass of a graduated cylinder, which they determine to be
54.55 ± 0.05 grams. What is the relative uncertainty of this measurement?

2. The scale at right shows the mass of the graduated cylinder
from problem 2 filled with some of the unknown liquid.
Determine the reading on the beam balance at right,
including absolute uncertainty. What is the relative
uncertainty of the measurement?

Sc) ...

o. o5 = (). 0 3 5 <SJ
( 4'-f J o I /r,

3. What is the mass of the liquid in the graduated cylinder, including uncertainty? What is the relative
uncertainty of this measurement?

No�� � (l4-4lbl ±_ o.os)- ( 5'-f,55 t c,.os) =- 1tJ,ob+ O. f O j
lA. V\c..e.r �,'f\6e.s elf€11

) ¼o
4

k 1,11� p..re Cr-e-lo.+,ve U.V\Cer-+-ct,n.4-<j �(!).I/ °lo 
St11b-¥-r°'-c..hj4, By reading the graduated cylinder, the students determine that the volume of liquid · · I 14 ± 2 m What is the 

density of the unknown liquid, including uncertainty? (note; use the method of adding relative uncertainties) r-e.L<"-Hve l- b--= /, 8'¾
['Jot-e � A J� b� !j_ _ qo, Ob± o. /I¾ ------'-14---------;:---i 
r� 1;tr,.c:er-l-. y - I I 4- ± I. 8bJo == 0, (]qv± f, q{ Jo ==- 6, 79 :i: 0, 016 ¼

(i?f\ver�et-v
(.,lrt Ler+-- (_ l.°',{"7. of- C!>.iq= o. DIS)

vi b�o lt.,( 5. Shown at right is a table of densities of various alcohols. What
conclusions can the students reach about the identity of the unknown 
liquid based on this table and the results of their density calculations? 

t:::" (?, 7Cf0_� 

Compound 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Jsopropanol 

Density (g!ml) 
0,791 
0.789 
0.785 

tJ, 1•75 (). � 05 /h-e I ''Z,IAi d C.C£Aid be � c,f f-he 
6. Identify one plausible source of systematic error in this procedure and aescribe how to correct it. ( 

1
�.ste.d.,
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7. Identify one source of random error in this procedure and describe how to correct it. 

De.+erV\A..,""-'":) w_heV\ +ke +riple
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